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BackgroundBackground
●● Many have IBM Workpads /Many have IBM Workpads /

3Com PalmPilots3Com PalmPilots
●● PDAs with “Graffiti” gesturesPDAs with “Graffiti” gestures

and touch-sensitive surfaceand touch-sensitive surface

●● Are being used in meetingsAre being used in meetings

●● How can they be used more effectively?How can they be used more effectively?
●● Connect to a PCConnect to a PC

●● Connect to each other through the PCConnect to each other through the PC

●● Also, investigate other uses for PalmPilotsAlso, investigate other uses for PalmPilots
connected to PCsconnected to PCs
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MeetingsMeetings
●● People don’t bring laptops to meetingsPeople don’t bring laptops to meetings

●● Previous Computer-SupportedPrevious Computer-Supported
Cooperative Work (CSCW) meetingCooperative Work (CSCW) meeting
approaches required significant hardwareapproaches required significant hardware
●● Xerox PARC COLAB roomXerox PARC COLAB room

●● “Electronic Meeting Room” at Univ. Arizona“Electronic Meeting Room” at Univ. Arizona

●● Even the Xerox “LiveBoard” is very expensiveEven the Xerox “LiveBoard” is very expensive
●● Multiple cursorsMultiple cursors

●● Instead, we will get leverage from peopleInstead, we will get leverage from people
already having PalmPilotsalready having PalmPilots
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Local MeetingsLocal Meetings

●● Targeting local meetingsTargeting local meetings
●● Everyone is in same roomEveryone is in same room

●● Often have a PC projected onto a wallOften have a PC projected onto a wall

●● Examples: presentations, design reviews,Examples: presentations, design reviews,
brainstormingbrainstorming

●● Remote participants would use other CSCWRemote participants would use other CSCW
softwaresoftware

●● Also, informal meetingsAlso, informal meetings
●● E.g. Two people in an office sharing a PCE.g. Two people in an office sharing a PC
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GoalsGoals

●● Investigate Investigate connectingconnecting people’s PalmPilots people’s PalmPilots
to the PC and to each otherto the PC and to each other
●● Others studying use of PalmPilots when Others studying use of PalmPilots when notnot

connectedconnected

●● “Single Display Groupware”“Single Display Groupware”
●● One display, multiple peopleOne display, multiple people

●● Create a variety of applicationsCreate a variety of applications

●● Distribute the applications for general useDistribute the applications for general use
to get more experienceto get more experience
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ConsiderationsConsiderations

●● Must be natural, non-intrusiveMust be natural, non-intrusive

●● PalmPilot’s limitationsPalmPilot’s limitations
●● Small screen, not color, slow processorSmall screen, not color, slow processor

●● Focus is usually on the PC’s screenFocus is usually on the PC’s screen
●● PalmPilot’s screen is secondary or not usedPalmPilot’s screen is secondary or not used

●● Many PalmPilots at the same timeMany PalmPilots at the same time
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First Application:First Application:
Remote CommanderRemote Commander

●● Allow PalmPilot to control a PCAllow PalmPilot to control a PC
●● Don’t have to jump up and grab mouseDon’t have to jump up and grab mouse

●● Started in October’97Started in October’97
●● One undergrad: Herb Stiel, and meOne undergrad: Herb Stiel, and me

●● Stylus pretends to be the mouseStylus pretends to be the mouse

●● Graffiti pretends to be the keyboardGraffiti pretends to be the keyboard

●● Initially, no “floor control”Initially, no “floor control”

●● Using it now to control this talkUsing it now to control this talk
●● Space, backspace; with fingerSpace, backspace; with finger
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Connecting PalmPilot to the PCConnecting PalmPilot to the PC

●● Would like wirelessWould like wireless
●● Interference using InfraRed (IR)Interference using InfraRed (IR)

●● Lots of special technologyLots of special technology
needed by PARCTabsneeded by PARCTabs

●● Using wires for nowUsing wires for now
●● Supplied cradle or optional cableSupplied cradle or optional cable

●● Stays attached nicelyStays attached nicely

●● Connects directly to the PC’sConnects directly to the PC’s
serial portserial port
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Connecting More than OneConnecting More than One

●● Desktop PCs:Desktop PCs:
●● Can use various serial cardsCan use various serial cards

●● About $400 for 8 portsAbout $400 for 8 ports

●● Laptops:Laptops:
●● Quatech                 QSP-100 PCMCIAQuatech                 QSP-100 PCMCIA

●● Can connect up to 8Can connect up to 8
PalmPilots to a laptopPalmPilots to a laptop
using both slotsusing both slots

●● About $500 eachAbout $500 each
(4 ports)(4 ports)
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PC SidePC Side
●● Run Remote Command PC applicationRun Remote Command PC application

●● Give it a COM port to useGive it a COM port to use
●● Run more than once to support multiple PilotsRun more than once to support multiple Pilots

●● Future: Single instance controls multiple PilotsFuture: Single instance controls multiple Pilots
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PalmPilot SidePalmPilot Side
●● Run RemoteCommanderPilotRun RemoteCommanderPilot

●● Move stylus to move mouseMove stylus to move mouse

●● Works like a touchpadWorks like a touchpad
●● RelativeRelative

●● Only 160 pixels acrossOnly 160 pixels across

●● Filtering neededFiltering needed
●● Even jittered when sketchingEven jittered when sketching

●● Speed controlled by regularSpeed controlled by regular
mouse acceleration on PCmouse acceleration on PC
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Clicking Mouse ButtonsClicking Mouse Buttons

●● Tap to clickTap to click

●● “Drag” button is a toggle“Drag” button is a toggle
●● Left-down, left-upLeft-down, left-up

●● Or use top button for pressOr use top button for press
and releaseand release

●● Lower button for rightLower button for right
mouse buttonmouse button
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KeyboardKeyboard
●● Graffiti sent asGraffiti sent as

characterscharacters

●● Our keyboard includesOur keyboard includes
special keysspecial keys

●● Tap in “abc” cornerTap in “abc” corner

●● Tap again or “Done”Tap again or “Done”
to removeto remove

●● Can still use top areaCan still use top area
for mousefor mouse

●● Fit all keys in small areaFit all keys in small area
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Shift KeysShift Keys

●● Needed a lotNeeded a lot

●● Use menu to change toUse menu to change to
“Special App Keys”“Special App Keys”

●● Buttons at bottom areButtons at bottom are
then SHIFT, CONTROLthen SHIFT, CONTROL
and ALTand ALT

●● LabeledLabeled

●● Can change backCan change back
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Example Uses for RemoteExample Uses for Remote
CommanderCommander

●● Can be used with any existing applicationCan be used with any existing application
●● Uses the standard (single) cursorUses the standard (single) cursor

●● PowerPoint, Paint, Word, Excel, etc.PowerPoint, Paint, Word, Excel, etc.
☞☞Demo with PaintDemo with Paint

●● Shared controlShared control

●● Shared annotations and data entryShared annotations and data entry
●● E.g., taking turns entering data in a spreadsheetE.g., taking turns entering data in a spreadsheet
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More UsesMore Uses

●● For single users:For single users:
●● Whenever need a tabletWhenever need a tablet

●● Gestures, freehand drawings easier with stylusGestures, freehand drawings easier with stylus
than with the mousethan with the mouse

●● Can trace through paper onto PalmPilotCan trace through paper onto PalmPilot

●● Designers, architects, ...Designers, architects, ...
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Special VersionsSpecial Versions

●● For PowerPointFor PowerPoint
●● Different users draw in different colorsDifferent users draw in different colors

●● Uses PowerPoint’s Uses PowerPoint’s ownown drawing mechanisms drawing mechanisms

●● Could save annotations with PrintScreenCould save annotations with PrintScreen

●● Future: better customized versions of PCFuture: better customized versions of PC
end for various applicationsend for various applications
●● Using OLE integration?Using OLE integration?
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Other Planned ApplicationsOther Planned Applications

●● Shared Drawing ToolShared Drawing Tool
●● “Whiteboard” application“Whiteboard” application

●● Interesting issues: shared widgets;Interesting issues: shared widgets;
showing each user’s stateshowing each user’s state

●● Harder than with Multi-Display GroupwareHarder than with Multi-Display Groupware
●● Since they have Since they have separateseparate widgets widgets

●● Previous SDG systems have had little statePrevious SDG systems have had little state

●● Robert Gargiulo (a graphic designer) isRobert Gargiulo (a graphic designer) is
collaborating with uscollaborating with us
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Shared WhiteboardShared Whiteboard

●● Using colors to identifyUsing colors to identify
users confused withusers confused with
current drawing color?current drawing color?

●● Idea: use differentIdea: use different
cursors with uniquecursors with unique
shapes?shapes?
●● Selection handles canSelection handles can

use the same shape?use the same shape?

●● Menubar inappropriate?Menubar inappropriate?
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Showing Multiple Users’ StatusShowing Multiple Users’ Status
●● Regular palettes only show one stateRegular palettes only show one state

●● Show in each user’sShow in each user’s
cursor?cursor?
●● Less confusingLess confusing

●● Less eye movementLess eye movement

●● These shapes are distinct at all sizesThese shapes are distinct at all sizes

●● Still visible even if overlapStill visible even if overlap

●● Maybe move palettes to PalmPilot?Maybe move palettes to PalmPilot?
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More Applications...More Applications...
●● Taking attendanceTaking attendance

●● SynchronizingSynchronizing

●● Investigate floor control; taking turnsInvestigate floor control; taking turns

●● VotingVoting
●● Formal or informalFormal or informal

●● Joint note takingJoint note taking

●● Multiple TCP-IP connections through the PCMultiple TCP-IP connections through the PC
●● For email, Telnet, WWW, etc.For email, Telnet, WWW, etc.

●● or Chat to outsideor Chat to outside
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Sharing InformationSharing Information
●● Transferring information from PC to PilotTransferring information from PC to Pilot

●● Readable on the Pilot, or use Pilot as a floppyReadable on the Pilot, or use Pilot as a floppy

●● Sending information from Pilot to PilotSending information from Pilot to Pilot
●● Share filesShare files

TealPoint DirectSync   $50 with wireTealPoint DirectSync   $50 with wire
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More ApplicationsMore Applications

●● Coordinating Schedules and To-Do listsCoordinating Schedules and To-Do lists
●● Could automatically distribute the rightCould automatically distribute the right

informationinformation

●● Automatic annotations of video or audioAutomatic annotations of video or audio
recordingsrecordings
●● Connect notes to parts of recordingConnect notes to parts of recording

●● Or to slides or pages of the PC’s presentationOr to slides or pages of the PC’s presentation

●● Even if notes are kept private, the systemEven if notes are kept private, the system
might record might record whenwhen the notes are taken the notes are taken
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Yet More ApplicationsYet More Applications
●● For scrolling using the “other” handFor scrolling using the “other” hand

●● Our research showed parallelOur research showed parallel
and efficient uses of bothand efficient uses of both
hands togetherhands together

●● Generate input as if from theGenerate input as if from the
wheel on the top of thewheel on the top of the
Microsoft “IntelliMouse®”Microsoft “IntelliMouse®”

●● As an “Identicard”As an “Identicard”
●● For securityFor security

●● To retrieve my personal configurationTo retrieve my personal configuration
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Other CSCW applicationsOther CSCW applications

●● “Structured Idea Generation Process”“Structured Idea Generation Process”
from Univ. of Arizonafrom Univ. of Arizona

●● Brainstorming applicationsBrainstorming applications
●● Everyone writes in parallelEveryone writes in parallel

●● Parallel sorting or annotationsParallel sorting or annotations
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Implementation ArchitectureImplementation Architecture

●● ToolkitToolkit for Single Display Groupware for Single Display Groupware

●● Modifying Modifying AmuletAmulet to support to support
multiple usersmultiple users
●● Amulet is our user interfaceAmulet is our user interface

development environment in C++development environment in C++

●● Is a comprehensive applicationIs a comprehensive application
frameworkframework

●● Has a full set of widgets (controls)Has a full set of widgets (controls)
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Amulet for Single DisplayAmulet for Single Display
GroupwareGroupware

●● Widgets have User-IDWidgets have User-ID
●● Specific user, Any-User,Specific user, Any-User,

One-At-A-TimeOne-At-A-Time

●● Each user has own selectionEach user has own selection
objectsobjects
●● Commands mapped to user’sCommands mapped to user’s

selectionselection

●● Undo Undo thethe last, or undo  last, or undo mymy  last operationlast operation

●● Applications will be able to support multipleApplications will be able to support multiple
users with little or no changesusers with little or no changes
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Other Research IssuesOther Research Issues

●● Wireless connectionsWireless connections

●● Battery managementBattery management

●● Different applications for the PalmPilot endDifferent applications for the PalmPilot end
●● For example, putting menus and palettes thereFor example, putting menus and palettes there

●● Programmable, distributed applicationsProgrammable, distributed applications

●● Reconfigurable, “semantic” input deviceReconfigurable, “semantic” input device

●● Connections with other PalmPilot researchConnections with other PalmPilot research
●● For example, for coordinated note taking, usingFor example, for coordinated note taking, using

in classes, etc.in classes, etc.
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ConclusionsConclusions

●● PalmPilots / IBM Workpads and similarPalmPilots / IBM Workpads and similar
technologies are becoming ubiquitoustechnologies are becoming ubiquitous

●● Techniques for connecting them togetherTechniques for connecting them together
will get betterwill get better

●● Important to study how they can be used inImportant to study how they can be used in
meetings meetings effectivelyeffectively

●● The Pebbles research project is off to aThe Pebbles research project is off to a
good startgood start

●● Exciting potentialExciting potential
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